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A B S T R A C T

The idea that human languages have properties suitable for efficient communication has permeated linguistic
theorizing. Indirect correlational support for this idea has come from cross-linguistic synchronic and diachronic
data. However, direct causal tests have been lacking. We directly test whether biases operating during language
learning can cause learners to deviate from the input they receive towards output languages that better balance
production efficiency against robust message transmission. We employ miniature language learning experiments
to address this question for a well-documented cross-linguistic correlation between constituent order flexibility
and the presence of case marking in a language. Participants were exposed to novel miniature languages that had
optional case marking and either fixed or flexible constituent order. Between participants, we manipulated the
amount of time and effort associated with the production of case marking. We find that learners introduced the
cross-linguistically observed trade-off between case marking and constituent order flexibility into their output
languages. Critically, learners only did so when case-marked nouns required additional effort compared to non-
case-marked nouns. Thus, the present study suggests that even abstract grammatical properties of languages can
be shaped by a balance between production efficiency and robust message transmission.

1. Introduction

In his seminal work, Zipf (1949) popularized the idea that languages
have properties that make them particularly suited for human com-
munication. He suggested in particular that human goal-directed be-
haviors including language are organized according to a single principle
of least effort that seeks to minimize the expected total work ex-
penditure required to achieve the goal. On this account, efficient
communicative systems adopted by a community of speakers need to
strike a balance between two competing pressures—the preferences of
the speaker to conserve production efficiency (or the force of unification
in Zipf’s terminology) and the preferences of the listener to successfully
recover the intended meaning (or the force of diversification).1 The joint
influence of these forces can explain basic properties of natural lan-
guage lexicons, such as the relationship between word length and fre-
quency: Words that are on average highly frequent in their context tend
to be short as it saves production effort for the speaker without

hindering word recognition for listeners as frequent words are more
expected.

It is hard to overestimate the influence that this idea has had in
language sciences over the years. The hypothesis that languages re-
present an efficient balance of two competing pressures has recurred in
various functionalist accounts as competition between the forces of
iconicity and economy (Aissen, 2003; Bates & MacWhinney, 1982;
Croft, 2003; Givón, 1985; Hockett, 1958), clarity and ease (Slobin,
1977), or efficiency and complexity (Hawkins, 2004). This balance is
invoked in explanations for a broad variety of phenomena in natural
languages ranging from the structure of the lexicon to patterns in word
order and morphology (Cohen Priva, 2015; Currie-Hall, Hume, Jaeger,
& Wedel, 2018; Maurits, Perfors, & Navarro, 2010; Wedel, Kaplan, &
Jackson, 2013).

The prediction that words that are on average more expected tend to
have shorter phonological forms has now been validated across a
variety of languages (Manin, 2006; Meylan & Griffiths, 2017;
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Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2011). The same balance between ex-
pectedness and phonological form has also been found to shape the
lexicon diachronically, so that the expectedness of a word at one his-
torical time is predictive of the word’s phonetic form at a later time
(Soskuthy & Hay, 2017). However, alternative explanations for these
correlational patterns have also been proposed. For example, a lexicon
generated by random typing tends to have shorter frequent ‘words’,
suggesting that the properties often attributed to constraints on efficient
communication may arise due to an unrelated (and as of yet unknown)
statistical process (Ferrer i Cancho & Moscoso del Prado Martin, 2013;
for responses and related discussion see Piantadosi, 2014; Piantadosi,
Tily, & Gibson, 2013). Since the bulk of support for Zipf’s hypothesis
comes from cross-linguistic correlational data, such alternative ex-
planations substantially weaken the support for Zipf’s hypothesis.

Recent work has begun to put Zipf’s hypothesis to a stronger test.
This work—like the present study—asks whether the hypothesized
balance between production efficiency and robust message transmis-
sion can cause language change over time. One approach to this ques-
tion is through miniature artificial language learning, in which parti-
cipants learn and use novel miniature languages within a laboratory
setting (Gomez & Gerken, 1999; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996). A
growing number of studies within this paradigm has found parallels
between patterns in cross-linguistic diversity and biases operating
during the acquisition of miniature languages. In these studies, cross-
linguistically frequent patterns are typically learned more easily or are
preferred over less frequent alternatives (Culbertson, Smolensky, &
Legendre, 2012; Fedzechkina, Chu, & Jaeger, 2017; Finley & Badecker,
2008; Hupp, Sloutsky, & Culicover, 2009; Kirby, Tamariz, Cornish, &
Smith, 2015; Smith & Wonnacott, 2010; St Clair, Monaghan, &
Ramscar, 2009). But it was not until recently, that some studies began
to employ this paradigm to directly study the joint influence of pro-
duction efficiency and robust message transmission on the acquisition
of the lexicon (Kanwal, Smith, Culbertson, & Kirby, 2017) and grammar
(Fedzechkina, Jaeger, & Newport, 2012; Fedzechkina, Newport, &
Jaeger, 2016).

For example, Kanwal and colleagues used a miniature language
learning paradigm to show that the relationship between word length
and frequency in the lexicon emerges as a result of joint influence of
production efficiency and robust message transmission (Kanwal et al.,
2017). In their experiment, participants learned the names for two
novel objects. Each of the two objects could be referred to by either a
short or a long word form (e.g., zopekil and zop). Critically, the short
form (zop) was shared between the two objects, making it ambiguous.
Kanwal and colleagues found that learners produced the short form for
the more frequent meaning, and the long form for the less frequent
meaning, but did so only under the joint pressure of both production
efficiency and robust message transmission.2 If the task encouraged
successful communication but longer words did not require more effort,
learners favored longer (unambiguous) forms for both meanings re-
gardless of their frequency; conversely, if longer words took more effort
to produce but the task did not involve communication, learners fa-
vored shorter (ambiguous) forms for both meanings.

The work by Kanwal and colleagues provides an important proof of
concept that production efficiency and robust message transmission can
jointly shape the lexicon. Whether these results generalize to commu-
nicative systems that begin to resemble those observed in human lan-
guages is, however, an open question. The language used by Kanwal
et al. (2017) contained a lexicon (participants learned two word
meanings and chose between three word forms), but no grammar and
none of the latent productive combinatorics that are typical in human

languages. Beyond raising questions about whether the findings of
Kanwal and colleagues scale up to more complex communicative sys-
tems, this work also leaves open the question of whether the encoding
of grammatical relations can be affected by the balance between pro-
duction efficiency and robust message transmission. The latter issue is
of special interest as grammatical properties of language have often
been assumed to be acquired via different mechanisms than the lexicon
(Chomsky, 1981, 1986).

We address this question by studying learners’ preferences in the
acquisition of miniature languages that have productive combinatorics
similar to (though admittedly much simpler than) natural languages.
This allows us to ask, for the first time, whether the joint influences of
production efficiency and robust message transmission can also shape
abstract grammatical relations. The languages in the present study have
productive and variable morphology and syntax, allowing the genera-
tion of hundreds (576, to be precise) of different sentences. Paralleling
natural language acquisition, only a fraction of these possible meanings
and forms are observed by learners, who need to infer the latent com-
binatorics (grammar) of the language.

Recent miniature language learning experiments have provided in-
itial evidence compatible with the idea that a bias for robust message
transmission influences grammatical properties of language
(Fedzechkina et al., 2012, Fedzechkina, Newport, & Jaeger, 2016;
Kurumada & Grimm, in press). For example, Fedzechkina, Newport, &
Jaeger, 2016 exposed learners to miniature artificial languages with
either fixed or flexible constituent order and optional case marking.
Case marking in these languages was used with the same frequency
regardless of the amount of constituent order flexibility in the language.
Fedzechkina and colleagues found that learners maintained case in the
flexible order language and tended to drop it in the fixed order lan-
guage, mirroring the cross-linguistic correlation between case and
constituent order flexibility (Blake, 2001). This finding is predicted if
the utility of case marking—the balance between the effort associated
with producing it and the reduction in uncertainty about sentence
meaning that it results in—affects the frequency with which learners
produce case. Since case marking requires effort to produce, it is more
likely to be maintained when it contributes to robust message trans-
mission by reducing uncertainty about the intended meaning (i.e.,
when constituent order is flexible), compared to when case marking
does not contribute to uncertainty reduction (i.e., when constituent
order is fixed).

However, the results of Fedzechkina and colleagues can also be
explained without reference to production efficiency. In their study and
similar previous work, case production always required additional ef-
fort compared to non-case-marked nouns. It is thus possible that par-
ticipants were simply more likely to produce case marking when it was
informative (in the flexible order language), regardless of the effort
associated with case use. Thus, it remains unknown whether the cross-
linguistic trade-off between constituent order flexibility and case is
better explained by a joint influence of robust message transmission and
production efficiency than by a preference for robust message trans-
mission alone.

As this joint influence hypothesized by Zipf continues to be highly
influential and untested, we seek to put it to a direct test. We manip-
ulate both the amount of uncertainty about the intended message and
the amount of effort required to produce case marking in a miniature
artificial language. If the cross-linguistic trade-off between case and
constituent order flexibility is indeed shaped by joint influences of ro-
bust message transmission and production efficiency, we would expect
this trade-off to emerge only when case production requires additional
effort compared to non-case-marked nouns.

2. Material and methods

We begin by describing participant recruitment, the miniature input
grammar, the production efficiency manipulation, and the learning

2 The task employed by Kanwal et al. (2017) intentionally confounds the ef-
fort and the time needed to produce a word. The task employed in the present
work shares this property. As we review in Discussion, the same confound is
observed in natural languages.
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procedure.

2.1. Participants

Recruiting and execution of this study was approved by the
Research Subjects Review Board at the University of Rochester.
Participants in the experiment were self-reported native speakers of
English recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk using a custom-designed
web applet (Tily, Frank, & Jaeger, 2011). Each participant was exposed
to only one language and received $8 for completing the experiment,
which consisted of two 40-minute sessions (for a prorated $6/hour).
Following our previous work (Fedzechkina et al., 2012, Fedzechkina,
Newport, & Jaeger, 2016; Fedzechkina, Chu, & Jaeger, 2017), partici-
pants were recruited until the number of successful learners reached 20
each in each of the six between-participant conditions.

Successful learning was defined exactly as in Fedzechkina, Newport,
& Jaeger, 2016. This serves to reduce our researchers’ degrees of
freedom in determining the number of participants to recruit. The final
sample submitted for analysis included the data from 120 participants
across all languages and efficiency conditions (out of 143 participants
who completed the experiment; see Section 2.4. for details on exclusion
criteria).

2.2. Miniature input languages

Participants were instructed that they would be learning a novel
‘alien’ language by watching short videos and hearing their descrip-
tions. The language consisted of 10 novel words (Table 1): six nouns
referring to male characters (CHEF, REFEREE, BANDIT, CONDUCTOR,
HUNTER, MOUNTIE), four transitive verbs (TAP, HUG, KICK, ROCK),
and case markers ‘di’ and ‘ka’ (only in the 2 additional markers condi-
tion, see below) that, if present, followed the object in the sentence. All
novel words were phonotactically legal words in English, the native
language of the participants. Words were synthesized individually using
the Apple speech synthesizer (voice ‘Alex’) and concatenated into sen-
tences in real time during the experiment. This procedure ensured that
the language did not contain any prosodic cues to grammatical function
assignment. All sentences in the novel language described short videos
created with Poser Pro software that depicted simple transitive events
such as ‘hug’ or ‘poke’ performed by two characters such as ‘chef’ or
‘referee’ (see Figs. 1 and 2 for example stimuli). All verbs occurred
equally frequently with all constituent orders allowed by the input
grammar and all nouns occurred equally often in the subject and object
position with each verb.

Throughout the experiment, auditory descriptions were accom-
panied by the corresponding text in the novel language. Since the
production test involved clicking on the written words available in the
novel lexicon (see Section 2.3. and Fig. 1), this ensured that participants
gained sufficient familiarity with novel word spellings before moving to
the critical test trials.

The grammar of the language was identical to that of Fedzechkina,
Newport, & Jaeger, 2016. Participants were assigned to learn one of
two languages. Both languages contained optional case marking (pre-
sent 67 % of the time on the object, never on the subject). As common
in languages with rich case marking, the languages in the experiment

had verb-final word order (Dryer & Haspelmath, 2011). The languages
differed in the amount of constituent order flexibility they allowed and
thus in the amount of uncertainty about the intended message based on
the information provided by constituent order alone. In the flexible
order language, subject-object-verb (SOV) and object-subject-verb
(OSV) orders occurred with equal frequency. In the fixed order lan-
guage, only SOV order was allowed. The amount of constituent order
flexibility had important implications for the informativity of case
marking in the two languages. In the flexible order language, con-
stituent order was uninformative about grammatical function assign-
ment and case marking, when present, provided important information
about sentence meaning. In the fixed order language, on the other hand,
constituent order was highly informative about grammatical function
assignment, rendering case marking a redundant cue.

2.3. Production efficiency manipulation

We further manipulated the efficiency of case production in the
miniature languages—specifically the time and effort required to pro-
duce case. To do so, while holding all other properties of the languages
constant, we used a novel web-based paradigm, in which participants
described visual scenes by selecting words from the lexicon shown at
the top of the screen (see Fig. 1). The order of lexical items was held
constant on all trials within each condition—the items were always
ordered alphabetically. Learners of each of the two languages were
assigned to one of three efficiency conditions, resulting in a 2-by-3
between-participant design. In the no additional effort condition, parti-
cipants were shown a case-marked and a non-case-marked variant of
every noun (along with all the verbs). In this condition, production of a
case-marked noun required the same number of clicks as production of
a non-case-marked noun (Fig. 1A). In the 1 additional marker condition,
participants saw non-case-marked variants of all nouns along with one
case marker shown as a separate word (see Fig. 1B, left). Thus, in this
condition it took one additional click to produce a case-marked noun
compared to a non-case-marked noun. Case marking in the 2 additional
markers condition consisted of two free markers (shown as separate
words) that immediately followed each other and thus a case-marked
noun required two additional clicks to produce compared to a non-case-
marked noun (e.g., ‘rizba di ka’ vs. ‘rizba’, Fig. 1B, right). The re-
presentation of case markers—either as a separate word(s) or attached
to the noun—was held constant across all parts of the experiment
within each condition (sentence exposure, comprehension, and pro-
duction tests).

If the cross-linguistic trade-off between case and constituent order
flexibility is indeed shaped by the joint effect of robust message
transmission and production efficiency, we expected that only learners
in 1 additional marker and 2 additional markers conditions would use
more case marking in the flexible order language (i.e., when the un-
certainty about the intended sentence meaning based on the informa-
tion provided by constituent order alone was high) compared to the
fixed order language (i.e., when the uncertainty about the intended
meaning based on the information provided by constituent order alone
was low). Based on prior work within this paradigm (Hudson Kam &
Newport, 2005, 2009), we expected learners in the no additional effort
condition to match the input proportion of case marking regardless of
constituent order flexibility. If, however, the cross-linguistic trade-off
between constituent order flexibility and case can be fully explained by
a preference for robust message transmission alone, we expected lear-
ners to use more case marking in the flexible order language compared
to the fixed order language in all efficiency conditions.

2.4. Procedure

The miniature language learning task closely followed Fedzechkina,
Newport, & Jaeger, 2016 with two exceptions: The current work used a
web-based (rather than in-lab) paradigm and shortened exposure to two

Table 1
The miniature lexicon.

Nouns Verbs Case marker

barsu skroop di
forpih velmik ka (only in the 2 additional markers condition)
doakla kyse
rizbi tegud
lanfu
peza
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Fig. 1. Sentence production test in three efficiency conditions.
Panel A shows a sample sentence production trial in the no
additional effort condition. Participants saw the lexicon at the
top of the screen, presented in alphabetical order (case-
marked nouns are circled for illustration purposes, partici-
pants were not shown the highlighting). Sentences that par-
ticipants produced via clicking on the words in the lexicon
appeared on the bottom of the screen (the case marker is
underlined; participants were not shown the highlighting).
The image shows a still of an example video shown to parti-
cipants during the sentence production test. Panel B shows
how the lexicons appeared on the screen in the 1 additional
marker and 2 additional markers conditions (case marker(s) are
circled; not shown to participants).

Fig. 2. Experimental procedure. Images represent screenshots of sample trials during each experimental block. Arrows represent the progression of experimental
blocks: On both days of training, the experiment started with noun exposure and ended with sentence production.
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days (compared to three) in order to increase recruitment rates. The
experiment was administered in two 40-minute sessions spread over
two consecutive days. The procedure was the same on both days of
training (see Fig. 2 for illustration).

2.4.1. Lexical training
2.4.1.1. Noun exposure. Participants saw pictures of characters one at a
time, accompanied by their names in the novel language. Participants
could listen to the names as many time as they wished before moving to
the next trial.

2.4.1.2. Noun comprehension test. Participants were shown two pictures
of characters accompanied by a name in the novel language and asked
to click on the picture of the character matching the name. Participants
did not receive feedback on each trial, but instead received a summary
of their performance at the end of the block (e.g., ‘you got 5 out of 8
right’). Participants were required to score 91 % correct on this block
(no more than one incorrect trial) in order to continue to the next block.
If they failed to meet the accuracy requirement, they were directed back
to the noun exposure block.

2.4.1.3. Noun production test. Participants were shown a picture of a
character with the entire lexicon of the language on the top of the
screen and asked to click on the name of the character. As in the noun
comprehension block, participants received a summary of feedback at
the end of the block. They were required to score 91 % correct on this
block in order to continue to grammar training or otherwise redirected
to the noun exposure block, which they had to repeat.

2.4.2. Grammar training
Participants were exposed to the novel grammar through a series of

two sets of two sentence exposure blocks and one sentence compre-
hension block (24 trials each).

2.4.2.1. Sentence exposure. Participants were shown brief computer-
generated videos that depicted simple transitive events accompanied by
their descriptions in the novel language. Participants could replay each
video (along with its description) as many times as they wanted.

2.4.2.2. Sentence comprehension. Participants were shown two
previously unseen videos depicting the same action and participants
in reversed grammatical roles. We tested comprehension on previously
unseen videos to ensure that participants learned the productive
combinatorics of the language. Participants heard a sentence in the
novel language and were asked to click on the video that corresponded
to it. No feedback at the end of the trial or feedback summary at the end
of the block was provided.

2.4.2.3. Sentence production. Participants were shown the entire
lexicon of the language at the top of the screen and asked to describe
videos shown one at a time (24 in total) by clicking on the
corresponding lexical items. Depending on the efficiency condition,
the case marker(s) was presented either as a separate word(s) along
with non-case-marked nouns or as a suffix attached to every noun along
with a set of non-case-marked nouns (Fig. 1). No feedback at the end of
the trial or feedback summary at the end of the block was provided. As

with sentence comprehension, the videos used in the sentence
production test depicted previously unseen scenes to ensure that
participants learned the productive combinatorics of the language.

2.5. Exclusions

Participants who failed to achieve 70 % accuracy on unambiguous
(i.e., case-marked) trials during the sentence comprehension test on the
final day of training were removed from the analysis. This resulted in
the exclusion of 22 participants (15 %), all in the flexible order lan-
guage (four participants in the no additional effort condition, six parti-
cipants in the 1 additional marker condition, 12 participants in the 2
additional markers condition).

Additionally, one participant (0.6 %) in the flexible order language,
2 additional markers condition was excluded due to experimenter error.

2.6. Scoring

For the remaining 120 participants, we scored their accuracy of
acquisition on the final day of training to determine how well they
learned the novel language. Their performance is summarized in
Table 2. In sentence comprehension, we scored participants’ accuracy
on unambiguous trials to determine how well they learned the meaning
of case marking.

In production, for each trial, we scored constituent order used in the
sentence, the presence of case marking and whether it was used on the
object, lexical (using incorrect vocabulary) and grammatical mistakes
(using a constituent order not allowed by the input grammar or using a
case marker on a constituent other than the object). All analyses were
based on grammatically correct utterances only. This included sen-
tences with lexical mistakes as long as it was possible to determine the
constituent order used in the sentence. If sentence constituent order was
impossible to determine (e.g., if both referent names were used in-
correctly), the production was scored as both lexically and grammati-
cally incorrect and removed from all analyses. The remaining analyses
were thus conducted over sentence productions that only contained
SOV or OSV orders and either no case marking or case marking on the
object (95 % of all utterances of the 120 participants).

As Table 2 shows, all languages were acquired with a high degree of
accuracy, suggesting that the task was feasible for our participants and
that any preferences observed in case or constituent order use are un-
likely to be explained by the failure to acquire the grammar of the novel
language.

3. Results

We now turn to the analysis of learners’ productions. We first ana-
lyze learners’ constituent order preferences in production. We then turn
to the critical prediction—whether preferences in case use in learners’
productions depend on the time and effort required to produce case.

3.1. Constituent order in production

Our production efficiency manipulation is specific to case marker
use. Thus, we predicted no effect of production efficiency on learners’
constituent order preferences. Specifically we expected, following

Table 2
Accuracy of acquisition on the final (2nd) day of training.

Measure No additional effort condition 1 additional marker condition 2 additional markers condition

Fixed order Flexible order Fixed order Flexible order Fixed order Flexible order

Sentence comprehension accuracy 99 % 97 % 99 % 94 % 99 % 91 %
Lexical mistakes in production 3 % 4 % 1 % 5 % 3 % 5 %
Grammatical mistakes in production < 1 % <1 % <1 % <4 % <1 % <9 %
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earlier work (Fedzechkina, Newport, & Jaeger, 2016), that learners in
all efficiency conditions would match the input constituent order pro-
portions. We test this prediction in two mutually complementing ana-
lyses. The first analysis compares learners’ constituent order use across
the three efficiency conditions to test whether production efficiency of
case marking unexpectedly affected constituent order preferences. The
second analysis directly compares learners’ constituent order use to the
input distribution. Both analyses are limited to the flexible order lan-
guage, as learners of the fixed order language trivially matched the
input SOV proportion (since only grammatical productions—i.e., only
SOV—were included in the analysis, see Fig. 3).

3.1.1. Constituent order use across efficiency conditions
We conducted a mixed-effects logistic regression (Breslow &

Clayton, 1993; Jaeger, 2008) to predict the amount of SOV use in the
flexible order language from efficiency condition, day of training, and
their interaction. Efficiency condition was sliding difference coded, a
contrast that compares each level of the variable to the preceding level
of the variable (1 additional marker vs. no additional effort condition; 2
additional markers vs. 1 additional marker condition; contrast 1 = [-2, 1,
1], contrast 2 = [-1, -1, 2]). Day of training was contrast coded (1=Day
2 vs. -1=Day 1). The model included the maximal converging random
effects structure (random intercepts by participant and by item, as well
as a by-participant random slope for day and by-item random slope for
day by condition interaction; items were defined as the object referents
in the videos).

There was no effect of efficiency condition (1 additional marker vs.
no additional effort condition: β̂ =-.281, z=-1.56, p = .119; 2 additional
markers vs. 1 additional marker condition: β̂ = .112, z = .633, p =
.527) or day of training (β̂ = .182, z = 1.39, p = .164) on SOV use.
Day of training interacted with efficiency condition (day x 1 additional
marker vs. no additional effort condition: =β̂ 246, z = 2.165, p = .03;
day x 2 additional markers vs. 1 additional marker condition: β̂ =-.218,
z=-2.03, p = .042). Simple effects test revealed that on the first day of
training learners in the 1 additional marker condition used significantly
less SOV order than learners in the no additional effort condition (β̂
=-.527, z=-2.02, p = .043). This difference between efficiency con-
ditions went away on the second day of training (all ps> 0.49).

3.1.2. Constituent order compared to the input
Next, we compared SOV use by learners of the flexible order lan-

guage on the final day of training to the SOV frequency in the input. We
again employed mixed-effects logistic regression to predict the amount
of SOV order use from efficiency condition and the maximal random
effects structure (random intercept by participant and by item, as well
as a by-item random slope for efficiency condition). To allow compar-
ison against the input, efficiency condition was treatment coded and an
offset term corresponding to the percentage of SOV in the input (50 %,
i.e., an offset of 0 log-odds) was added to the model. Specifically, we

employed three different parameterizations of the same regression,
each differing only in terms of which of the three efficiency conditions
was chosen as the reference level for treatment coding. In these re-
gressions, the intercept captures whether the efficiency condition coded
as reference level differs significantly from the input proportion. The
analyses revealed that learners of the flexible order language matched
the input proportion of SOV order in all conditions (58 % SOV pro-
duction in the no additional effort condition: β̂ = .446, z = 1.384, p =
.166; 54 % SOV production in the 1 additional marker condition: β̂ =
.309, z = .952, p = .341; 49 % SOV production in the 2 additional
markers condition: β̂ =-.043, z=-.134, p = .893, see Fig. 3).3

This pattern replicates previous findings on learners’ constituent
order preferences (Fedzechkina, Newport, & Jaeger, 2016): Learners
tend to match input constituent order distributions in all efficiency
conditions. With this confirmed, we now turn to the main question of
the current work—are the changes learners introduce in case distribu-
tions guided by the joint influences of production efficiency and robust
message transmission?

3.2. Case marker use in production

The central prediction we set out to test is whether the cross-lin-
guistic trade-off between case and constituent order flexibility is shaped
by the joint influences of production efficiency and robust message
transmission. In both the fixed and flexible order language, increased
production effort should bias against case marking. However, in the
flexible order language, unlike the fixed order language, case reduces
uncertainty about the intended meaning. Under our hypothesis, we thus
expect a trade-off between case and constituent order flexibility to arise
in learners’ productions only if case use requires additional effort
compared to non-case-marked nouns. Specifically, we expect learners to
produce less case when its utility is low (i.e., in the fixed order lan-
guage) compared to when its utility is high (i.e., in the flexible order
language) only if case production requires additional effort compared to
non-case-marked nouns.

Paralleling the constituent order analyses, we test this prediction via
two types of analyses. We first compare participants’ case use across
constituent order flexibility and efficiency conditions. We then compare
learners’ case use against the input they received. These analyses
complement each other: Learners might have different preferences in
case/constituent order use across languages and/or efficiency condi-
tions but they may not at the same time deviate from the input they

Fig. 3. Constituent order preferences by constituent order
flexibility and efficiency condition. The dashed lines represent
the input (different across languages, but same across effi-
ciency conditions). The dots represent individual participant
means. The error bars represent 95 % confidence intervals
bootstrapped over by-participant means.

3 We originally presented Wilcoxon signed rank tests for comparison to the
input, which return identical results. Following a reviewer’s suggestions, we
present the mixed-effects regressions because they take into account trial-level
data, while also accounting for the repeated measures nature of the data. While
an offset of 0 log-odds does not have to be explicitly specified, we use the same
test below for offsets other than 0 log-odds.
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receive or the other way around.

3.2.1. Case marker use across languages and efficiency conditions
We first asked whether learners’ preferences in case use in the fixed

and flexible constituent order languages differed depending on the ef-
ficiency condition. To address this question, we ran a mixed-effects
logistic regression to predict the presence of case marking from effi-
ciency condition (Sliding difference coded, 1 additional marker vs. no
additional effort; 2 additional markers vs. 1 additional marker condition),
constituent order flexibility (contrast coded, 1=flexible vs. -1=fixed),
day of training (contrast coded, 1=Day 2 vs. -1= Day 1), and all in-
teractions. The model contained the maximal converging random ef-
fects structure (random intercepts by participant and item, as well as
by-participant random slopes for day and by-item random slopes for
day and efficiency condition).

There was an effect of efficiency condition on case use. Learners in
the 1 additional marker condition used significantly less case overall
compared to learners in the no additional effort condition (β̂ =-.786,
z=-4.255, p< .001). Learners’ case use did not differ between the 2
additional markers and 1 additional marker conditions (β̂ = .156, z =
.854, p = .393). There was a main effect of constituent order flexibility
on case use: Overall, learners used more case in the flexible constituent
order language (β̂ = .558, z = 2.5, p = .012).

Crucially, constituent order flexibility interacted with efficiency
condition. The interaction was significant for the 1 additional marker vs.
no additional effort contrast β( ˆ = .437, z = 2.386, p = .017) but not for
the 2 additional markers vs. 1 additional marker contrast (β̂ =-.095,
z=-.523, p = .601, see Fig. 4). Simple effects revealed that learners
used significantly more case in the flexible constituent order language
compared to the fixed constituent order language only in the 1 addi-
tional marker (β̂ = 1.09, z = 2.782, p = .005) and 2 additional markers
(β̂ = .804, z = 2.1, p = .036) conditions, but not in the no additional
effort condition (β̂ =-.221, z=-.575, p = .565). This supports the hy-
pothesis that the trade-off between case and constituent order flexibility
emerges only if case production requires additional effort compared to
non-case-marked nouns. Of note is also that the difference in case use
between the fixed and flexible constituent order languages did not be-
come more pronounced with increased effort associated with case
production in the 2 additional markers condition compared to the 1
additional marker condition. We return to this point in the general dis-
cussion.

Additionally, there was a main effect of day of training on case use:
Learners used significantly more case in their productions on the final
day of training, after they became more proficient in the novel language
(β̂ = .296, z = 2.892, p = .004). We have observed similar learning
behavior in previous work (Fedzechkina et al., 2012, Fedzechkina,
Newport, & Jaeger, 2016). Day of training also interacted with

efficiency condition (1 additional marker condition vs. no additional ef-
fort condition x day: β̂ = .372, z = 4.256, p< .001; 2 additional
markers vs. 1 additional marker x day: β̂ =-.156, z=-1.85, p = .064).
Simple effects revealed that case use increased significantly from Day 1
to Day 2 only in the 1 additional marker (β̂ = 0.823, z = 4.35, p< .001)
and 2 additional markers (β̂ = .356, z = 2.09, p = .036) conditions, but
not in the no additional effort condition (β̂ =-.292, z=-1.661, p =
.097). Finally, there was a marginal three-way interaction between ef-
ficiency condition, day of training and constituent order flexibility,
suggesting that difference in how production efficiency affected case
use in the fixed and flexible languages decreased somewhat from Day 1
to Day 2 (1 additional marker condition vs. no additional effort condition
x day x constituent order flexibility: β̂ =-.161, z=-1.875, p = .061). No
other effects reached significance (ps> .4).

The comparison across constituent order flexibility and efficiency
conditions thus supports our hypothesis: Participants produced less case
in the fixed order language compared to the flexible order language, but
did so only when case production required additional effort. Next, we
compare case use in learners’ productions to the input.

3.2.2. Case marker use compared to the input
We conducted the analyses using mixed-effects regression, adding

an offset term capturing the percentage of the case marking in the input
(67 %). Comparisons to the input support our hypothesis. In the ab-
sence of additional effort associated with case production, learners
tended to match the input. When case marking required additional ef-
fort to produce, learners tended to match the input only when the utility
of case marking was high (i.e., in the flexible order language); learners
tended to drop case when its utility was low (i.e. in the fixed order
language).

Specifically, learners in the no additional effort condition matched
the input proportion of case marking in their productions in both the
fixed (70 % case in production, β̂ = .61, z = 1.21, p = .262) and the
flexible (71 % case in production, β̂ = .71, z = 1.564, p = .118) order
languages. This markedly differed from learners’ preferences in the
additional effort conditions, in which learners matched the input pro-
portion of case marking in the flexible order language (1 additional
marker condition: 64 % case in production, β̂ = .221, z = .498, p =
.619; 2 additional markers condition: 63 % case in production, β̂ = .023,
z = .053, p = .958), but produced significantly less case compared to
the input in the fixed order language (1 additional marker condition: 43
% case in production, β̂ =-1.477, z=-2.979, p = .003; 2 additional
markers condition: 45 % case in production, β̂ =-1.218, z=-2.493, p =
.013).

In summary, the comparison of learners’ case productions to the
input complements the comparison across the constituent order flex-
ibility and efficiency conditions. We find that learners generally

Fig. 4. Case marker preferences by constituent order flexibility and efficiency condition. The dashed line represents the input (same across all languages and
efficiency conditions). The dots represent individual participant means. The error bars represent 95 % confidence intervals bootstrapped over by-participant means.
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matched the input proportion of case marking but deviated from the
input (producing less case) in conditions when the production of case
required additional effort and did not reduce the uncertainty about the
intended meaning (i.e., in the fixed order languages). The comparison
to the input thus shows specifically how the pattern found in the first
analysis comes about. Next, we discuss the likely reasons for this spe-
cific pattern before turning to the general discussion.

3.2.3. Why this specific pattern?
Before we discuss the consequences of these results with regard to

the joint influences of production efficiency and robust message
transmission, we briefly discuss the role of a well-known third pressure
in explaining the specific patterns of case use shown in Fig. 4. When
case production required additional effort compared to non-case-
marked nouns, learners reduced the proportion of case marking in the
fixed order language. However, when case production did not require
any additional effort, learners matched the input in both the flexible
and fixed order languages. Why this specific pattern? One plausible
explanation is found in a well-documented preference to match the
distributions observed in the input (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005,
2009) that is likely to operate in addition to the pressures for produc-
tion efficiency and robust message transmission we have focused on.
The preference for input matching is perhaps not surprising given that
the task in miniature language learning experiments induces a goal to
match the input (both in terms of grammar rules and statistics) and
thus, all else being equal, ‘perfect’ acquisition of inconsistent patterns
should result in matching the input. Similar goals are also likely to
operate during natural language acquisition.

Regardless of whether the preference to match the input is specific
to miniature language learning or is more general, its interaction with
production efficiency and robust message transmission offers an ex-
planation for the specific patterns of case use we observe in the present
study. Specifically, this interaction can explain why learners of the fixed
order languages did not reduce case to zero in the additional effort
conditions. Doing so would significantly increase production efficiency
but it would at the same time result in a significant deviation from the
input. The same pressure to match the input could also explain why
learners did not produce more case than the input proportion even when
case marking was informative (i.e., in the flexible order languages).

Finally, a trade-off between the pressure to match the input and
biases during learning might explain why learners in the 2 additional
markers condition do not express the balance between robust message
transmission and efficiency more strongly compared to the 1 additional
marker condition, in which case production required less effort (one
fewer click). Recall, that in the 2 additional markers condition, the free
markers were always displayed in the fixed position on the screen and
that the path between the two case markers (i.e., the path from ‘di’ to
‘ka’) in the visual display was short (spanning two words, see Fig. 1B).
Thus, it is possible that since it was the same targeting problem across
trials, participants learned a motor routine for the production of the
second marker in the 2 additional markers condition. One could not as
easily learn a motor routine for the first marker in the 1 additional
marker and 2 additional marker conditions: While this marker was al-
ways in the same position on the screen, its motor planning started from
different locations on the screen as different nouns needed to be case-
marked on different trials. It is thus possible that the amount of addi-
tional effort required to produce an additional case marker in the 2
additional markers condition was not sufficient to warrant additional
deviations from the input beyond the 1 additional marker condition.

4. Discussion

Learners’ preferences in case use support the hypothesis that the
correlation between constituent order flexibility and case marking is
caused by the joint influence of production efficiency and robust mes-
sage transmission, rather than by one of the two pressures alone. The

trade-off between case and constituent order flexibility emerged in
learners’ productions only when case use required additional effort
compared to the production of non-case-marked nouns. When case re-
quired no additional effort compared to non-case-marked nouns, lear-
ners matched the input proportion of case. The present findings thus
follow—at least for the example studied here—Zipf’s critical prediction
that preferences for production efficiency and robust message trans-
mission jointly give rise to cross-linguistically observed grammatical
patterns.

This adds to the growing body of work suggesting that the pre-
ference to balance robust message transmission and production effi-
ciency plays a role in shaping properties of natural language grammars.
The present findings replicate and extend the work by Fedzechkina,
Newport, & Jaeger, 2016, who found that learners tended to drop case
if the language had fixed order but maintained case if the language had
flexible order. The present work also mirrors and extends the findings of
Kanwal et al. (2017), who found that word frequency traded off against
word length in a small (two words) artificial lexicon. We find a similar
trade-off at work in more complex miniature languages that include a
larger lexicon and morpho-syntactic contingencies. This trade-off is
observed during sentence production and therefore goes beyond the
selection between different candidate forms for an isolated word. Thus,
our results suggest that the joint effect of production efficiency and
robust message transmission goes beyond the lexicon, also affecting
morpho-syntactic grammatical preferences.

In Appendix A in Supplementary materials, we present evidence
that not all production patterns that, at first blush, seem consistent with
a joint influence of production efficiency and robust message trans-
mission necessarily involve both pressures. Following observations
made in Fedzechkina, Newport, & Jaeger, 2016, we analyze learners’
preferences for the use of case conditional on sentence constituent order.
Replicating our previous work, we find that learners of the flexible
order language tend to condition case marking on constituent order and
use more case in OSV compared to SOV sentences. This preference is
independent of—holds over and above—the results of our main analysis
of case use. We find that this preference for asymmetric case systems
does not depend on our manipulation of production efficiency (unlike
learners’ preference to trade off constituent order flexibility and case
when it is associated with additional production effort). This validates
the premise of the present study.

In the remainder, we first discuss potential concerns with our in-
terpretation of the results (some raised by reviewers). We then revisit
our operationalization of production efficiency and discuss how future
work might distinguish between various factors that contribute to it.
Finally, we outline how future work might expand the paradigm we
have employed here to further explore the influences of robust message
transmission and production efficiency.

4.1. Did learning difficulty confound our results?

One potential concern is that the patterns of case use we observed in
learners’ productions might have been confounded by the relative dif-
ficulty of the fixed and flexible order languages. Recall that participants
who scored less than 70 % correct on case-marked trials on the sentence
comprehension test on the final day of training were removed from the
analysis. All of these participants (22 across the three efficiency con-
ditions) were learners of the flexible order language, suggesting that
this language was harder to learn than the fixed order language. This
itself is not surprising—our participants are native speakers of English
(a fixed order language with no case marking). Could the relative ease
of the fixed order language imply that our exclusion criteria did not
exclude bad learners for this language, whereas we successfully filtered
out bad learners of the flexible order language? If better learners, who
are more likely to learn the function of the case marker, are also more
likely to use the case marker, this would explain why we observed more
case marking in the flexible order language. Critically though, this
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would not explain the finding of primary interest—the fact that con-
stituent order flexibility interacts with production efficiency in pre-
dicting case use (see Fig. 4): While learners of the flexible order lan-
guage produced the same the amount of case marking across all
efficiency conditions, learners of the fixed order language tended to
drop case once production effort became a consideration (i.e., in the
additional effort conditions).

At the suggestion of an anonymous reviewer, we further assessed
whether the observed interaction between constituent order flexibility
and production efficiency can be explained by the accuracy of learning.
We repeated the analyses of case marker use reported in Section 3.2.1
while including each participant’s comprehension accuracy (as a proxy
for learning accuracy) as a control predictor. Consistent with the idea
that better learners are more likely to produce case marking, compre-
hension accuracy was a significant positive predictor of case use.
However, all findings reported above—including the critical interaction
between constituent order flexibility and production efficiency—r-
emained statistically significant and similar in effect size to the original
model (see Appendix C for details in Supplementary materials). This
suggests that our conclusions are not confounded by learning success.

A second potential concern is that our manipulation of production
efficiency resulted in visual displays that differed across the efficiency
conditions. In the no additional effort condition, the case marker was
attached to the noun, while in the additional effort conditions, the case
marker was presented as a separate word. It is plausible that the visual
presentation of the case marker (separate from the stem or not) might
have affected learning. For example, the separate presentation of the
case marker(s) in the 1 additional marker and 2 additional markers
conditions might have helped participants learn that some forms in the
input (the case markers) followed certain morpho-syntactic rules. This
would not, however, explain our critical result that learners’ use of case
marking in the additional effort conditions depended only on the
amount of constituent order flexibility. If anything, better learning of
case marking should have resulted in more probability matching in the
additional effort conditions. Similarly, hypothetical failures to find or
remember to produce the case marker in the additional effort condi-
tions do not explain why case use depended on both constituent order
flexibility and production efficiency.

4.2. What is production efficiency?

Our manipulation of production efficiency does not clearly distin-
guish between motor effort, cognitive effort, and production speed.
Case production in the additional effort conditions was associated with
more mouse movements and additional clicking, resulting in additional
motor effort. Case production in these conditions was, however, also
associated with additional visual search effort as participants had to
either find the case markers in the visual display or remember where on
the display the case markers are located. While this additional cognitive
effort was arguably minimal—recall that the case markers appeared in
the same position on every display (Fig. 1B)—it is theoretically possible
that it contributed to our results. Regardless of whether additional vi-
sual search or memory actually played a direct role in the perceived
effort of case use, they likely contributed to the fact that case produc-
tion resulted in additional time compared to production of non-case-
marked nouns. Our paradigm therefore does not distinguish between
the effort and speed required for case production (and thus also the
speed of communication).

The present work shares this property with the most closely related
previous work. In the study by Kanwal et al. (2017), participants had to
select words by clicking on them. In the conditions that emphasized
efficiency, words were ‘sent’ (communicated) by clicking on the word
and holding the mouse button. The word would then appear letter by
letter and the next trial only started when the full word had appeared. It
took 8.4 s to send a long word form (e.g., zopudon)—more than double
the time required to send a short form (e.g., zop, 3.6 s). While this

manipulation emphasized speed it also entailed more effort (holding
down the button for a longer time).

Both the present paradigm and the paradigm of Kanwal and col-
leagues thus confound effort and speed, though arguably the two
paradigms create different emphases. The manipulation of time re-
quired to communicate was much shorter in our study compared to that
of Kanwal and colleagues. Specifically, it is quite unlikely that the time
required to produce a case-marked noun was twice as long as the time
required for a non-case-marked noun in our set up. This was supported
by a post-hoc analysis, which found no evidence that visual search time
affected case production (see Appendix B in Supplementary materials).

Critically, a confound between effort and speed is also often present
in natural case use and many similar signal reduction phenomena in
human languages [for a review, discussion, and exceptions, see Jaeger
and Buz (2017)]. Indeed, time itself can be seen as a resource the use of
which cognitive systems try to optimize (Griffiths, Lieder, & Goodman,
2015) and balance against (in this case, the goal of communication
would be balanced against time). Both the paradigm by Kanwal and
colleagues and the present paradigm offer rich possibilities for future
work aimed at disentangling the effects of effort and time.

Similarly, other miniature artificial language paradigms offer pro-
mising avenues for disentangling the effects of motor effort (clicking)
and cognitive effort (visual search) in our experiment. One such para-
digm is that of Harmon and Kapatsinski (2017) used to study frequency-
based semantic extension. They find specifically that learners of a novel
miniature language prefer to re-use a frequent form in the input (e.g., a
singular diminutive suffix) over an infrequent one (e.g., a plural non-
diminutive suffix) to mark a previously unseen meaning (e.g., di-
minutive plural). Importantly, they find that this frequency-based se-
mantic extension only emerges if frequency is associated with greater
form accessibility (and thus, with lower effort required to retrieve the
form): Harmon and Kapatsinski (2017) observed this effect in produc-
tion, when learners needed to retrieve the forms from memory, but not
in a 2-alternative forced-choice task, when both forms were presented
to the learners. Similar logic can be applied to the present task: By
highlighting or making case markers otherwise more available, we can
begin to meaningfully tease apart the effects of cognitive and motor
effort on case use.

4.3. Future directions in studying the influences of communicative efficiency
on language structure

Our hypothesis—that the cross-linguistic trade-off between case and
constituent order flexibility is caused by an efficient balance between
robust message transmission and production efficiency—is motivated
by theories of efficient communication (e.g., Shannon, 1948; Zipf,
1949). However, the task we employed to test this hypothesis did not
involve explicit communication. In this respect, the current study is
different from similar work on the lexicon structure by Kanwal et al.
(2017), where two participants communicated with each other by
transmitting picture descriptions.

This is not to say that no communicative pressures were present in
our paradigm: Speakers design their utterances to take into account not
only their direct communicative partner, but also potential over-hearers
such as the experimenter or bystanders who are not immediately in-
volved in the conversation, provided that there is a goal to commu-
nicate (Clark & Murphy, 1982; Clark & Schaefer, 1992). Our task was
designed to introduce a clear goal to produce communicative utterances
– participants were instructed to talk to an alien informant. Our find-
ings suggest that we were successful in this – learners in our experiment
produced case marking in a way that is predicted by communicative
efficiency accounts. Nevertheless, our task under-emphasized commu-
nicative pressures compared to natural language use. Thus, paradigms
like the one employed by Kanwal and colleagues are predicted to find as
strong or stronger effects of communicative pressures for input lan-
guages similar to ours.
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5. Conclusions

Our findings add to the growing body of literature suggesting that
some cross-linguistic properties originate in the limitations of human
cognitive systems such as preferences for efficient processing and
communication (Fedzechkina et al., 2012, Fedzechkina, Newport, &
Jaeger, 2016; Fedzechkina, Chu, & Jaeger, 2017; Fenk-Oczlon, 2001;
Ferrer i Cancho, 2005; Futrell, Mahowald, & Gibson, 2015; Gibson
et al., 2013; Jäger, 2007; Kurumada & Jaeger, 2015; Maurits et al.,
2010). We also show how by using miniature language learning
methodology we can begin to meaningfully tease apart competing hy-
potheses about the same phenomenon. The formalization of efficiency
in our experiment in terms of additional clicks is certainly an imperfect
approximation of production effort in terms of additional phonemes or
syllables. It allowed us, however, to model scenarios, in which case
production either involved additional effort or not, which would be
difficult to tease apart in natural language production (there is always
additional effort associated with articulating an additional phoneme or
syllable). By finding that the cross-linguistic trade-off between case and
constituent order flexibility emerges only when additional effort is as-
sociated with case production, the present findings provide support for
the idea that some cross-linguistic properties of morpho-syntax are
better explained by a balance between production efficiency and robust
message transmission rather than by accounts that do not require a
reference to production efficiency (e.g., Bates & MacWhinney, 1989).
Our work, thus, provides further support for the suitability of miniature
language learning paradigms to test proposals that have been challen-
ging to evaluate on natural language data.
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